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Article
Serious Gamification:
On the Redesign of a
Popular Paradox
Steffen Roth1,2
Abstract
We challenge the idea of the paradoxical nature of the concept serious games and ask
how researchers and designers need to conceive of serious games so that they at all
appear paradoxical. Todevelop andanswer this question,wedrawona theory–method
that considers all forms of observation as paradoxical. We then use the tetralemma, a
structure from traditional Indian logics, to resolve the paradox of serious games into
this larger paradox of observation. Consequently, serious games may only be consid-
ered a paradox if we presume realities and define games as deviations therefrom. The
increasing gamification of society, however, does not allow realities to be defined in
contrast to games anymore. We therefore conclude that serious games do not rep-
resent particularly paradoxical forms of games, but rather next levels of reflexivity in
communication design and in the self-definitions of next societies.
Keywords
serious games, communication design, paradox, oxymoron, tetralemma, form theory
Introduction
Although serious games are considered effective tools for learning (Bianconi,
Saetta, & Tiacci, 2006; Charsky, 2010; Dormann, Whitson, & Neuvians, 2013;
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Geelen, Keyson, Boess, & Brezet, 2012) and persuasion (Bogost, 2011; Ferrara, 2013),
useful prototyping environments (Bekebrede & Mayer, 2006; Johns & Shaw, 2006),
an emerging market in the games industry (Alvarez & Michaud, 2008), and a grow-
ing field of interest in academia (Ritterfeld, Cody, & Vorderer, 2009) for quite some
time yet, the concept still seems as elusive as it is popular. If we take serious games
nonetheless seriously, then we soon find that their much vaunted effects are due to
some ‘‘kind of a dialectical miracle’’ (Swertz, 2009, p. 7) and therefore hard to cap-
ture for researchers and game designers. And, indeed, there seems to be something
special about this oxymoron serious game (Alexiou, Schippers, & Oshri, 2012;
Boughzala, Bououd, & Michel, 2013; Djaouti, Alvarez, Jessel, & Rampnoux,
2011), which appears whenever we ‘‘submit to a paradox of intentionality—that
is, when people engage deliberately in a fun, intrinsically motivating activity as a
means to achieve a serious, extrinsically motivated work objective’’ (Statler,
Heracleous, & Jacobs, 2011, p. 237). This paradox unfolds if games are kept in
well-distinguished temporal or spatial distance to work (Krempl & Beyes, 2011),
institutions (Wing, 2014), and further serious aspects of life. The problem, however,
is in the fact that serious games seem to work particularly well if this well-defined
distinction collides (Andersen, 2001, 2011). Yet, this very distinction between the
fun in games and the seriousness of all additional purposes remains in the core of
both definitions of and controversies on the nature of serious games. And it is against
the background of this ‘‘paradox of serious games’’ (Rockwell & Kee, 2011) that
authors such as Marc Prensky (2001) and Michael Zyda (2005) declare that enter-
tainment should come first in serious games, thus challenging one of the most cano-
nical definitions according to which ‘‘a serious game is a game in which education
(in its various forms) is the primary goal, rather than entertainment’’ (Michael &
Chen, 2006, p. 287; cf. also Abt, 1987).
The present article, however, does not take for granted the oscillating, oxymoro-
nic, or paradoxical nature of serious games, which is the underlying assumption of
even the most enthusiastic approaches to serious plays and games (Bjerg, 2011;
Statler, Roos, & Victor, 2009; Roos, Victor, & Statler, 2004). Rather, our aim is
to find out how we need to observe serious games so that they at all appear as para-
doxes. Starting from the observation that any form of observation is an inherently
paradox operation, we will ask what it takes to make the observation of serious
games appear particularly paradoxical.
In the following section of this article, we will introduce basic concepts of form
theory, that is, a theory–method based on the observation of the paradoxical nature
of all forms of observation. We will then present the paradox of serious games as a
special case of the general observation paradox and ask how we need to conceive of
serious games so that they can at all appear a research and design paradox. In focus-
ing on this question, we followed the advice that the ‘‘creation of solutions to a para-
doxical design situation often requires the development and creative redefinition of
that situation’’ (Dorst, 2006, p. 14). We hence use the tetralemma, an ancient struc-
ture from traditional Indian logics that has been used many times to redefine
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problems, to redesign the paradox of serious games. Eventually, we will find that the
paradoxical observation of serious games points at prevailing implicit predefinitions
of both the form game and the different media games are played in.
The Paradox of Observation
In this theory statement, we are rejecting the categorical separation of theory and
method, consider it a mistake (Elias, 1978), and rather assume that a theory actually
acts as a methodology whenever the theory applies its own distinctions not only to its
objects of observation but also to the theory itself. Because of this self-application,
the theory not only observes but also indicates how its observations come about and
may be replicated.
The quality of such a theory–method is not in its robustness against falsification
or the richness of the data it is grounded on, that is, not in the number of problems
that have been solved by or for the theory, but rather in the scale and scope of sci-
entific problems this theory allows to generate (Merton, 1959). As paradoxes them-
selves are notorious for the scale and scope of problems they generate, the scientific
observation of the paradox calls for a theory–method that is able to generate prob-
lems big enough in which to resolve the observation of the paradox. For this reason,
we are referring to form theory (Spencer Brown, 1979), because form theory starts
from the fundamental paradox inherent to every form of observation. From a form
theoretical perspective, nothing is special about paradoxes, which is why in using
form theory we are able to treat the observation of the paradoxical nature of serious
games as just a special case of a general observation paradox.
The basic idea of Spencer Brown’s (1979, p. 1) form theory is that the observation
of something is based on the distinction of this something from something else: ‘‘We
take as given the idea of distinction and the idea of indication, and that we cannot
make an indication without drawing a distinction. We take, therefore, the form of
distinction for the form.’’ Observing something hence means concurrently drawing
a distinction and pointing at one side of the distinction. Such observation is an inher-
ently paradox operation: A duality is both unfolded and indicated as a unit. The start-
ing point of form theory is already a movement: Everything that appears is appearing
only because of a distinction and indication that carries the inherent paradox that
indication is only possible based on a distinction of distinction and indication
(Kauffman, 1987, p. 58). If we now recall that distinctions are drawn to indicate one
(and not the other) side of the distinction and therefore have to be distinguished from
the distinguished, then we realize that this paradoxical reentry of the distinction of
distinction and indication is present in all forms of observation (Spencer Brown,
1979, p. xxix-xxx). The observation paradox therefore does not stop at the observa-
tion of the paradox.
In looking at the specific observation paradox of the observation of the paradox,
we are confronted with the paradox that ‘‘the operation of observing ( . . . ) includes
the exclusion of the unobservable, including, moreover, the unobservable par
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excellence, observation itself, the observer-in-operation’’ (Luhmann, 1995, p. 44).
The form of the form obviously is a paradox (Luhmann, 2001, p. 247). In this sense,
the paradox may be defined as a self-contained form containing no sign of potential
external Archimedes points from which it could be observed and with observation as
the prime example of a paradox. Consequently, the paradox is in the observation, in
every form of observation, every time and everywhere. In other words, a paradox is
observed whenever an observation points at the observation itself.
The Paradox of Serious Games
Once we have accepted the surely not too shocking insight that every form of obser-
vation is paradoxical, we find that every paradox can be solved (only) by a new form
of observation. In other words, we can resolve paradoxes by moving from one par-
adox to another, which also means that the appeal of a scientific observation of the
paradoxes is not in their resolution but rather in the question why a given observer is
fascinated by a given paradox.
In order to be and keep on being fascinated by the oxymoron or ‘‘paradox of seri-
ous games’’ (Rockwell & Kee, 2011) rather than the tautology of serious games, an
observation must observe the form serious games as robust to a considerable number
of classical de-paradoxing strategies (Luhmann, 2001, p. 249). Normally, observed
paradoxes can be resolved:
1. by instructions (observe this, not that),
2. by the sequencing of observations (e.g., in the form of observational pro-
grams, ‘‘First observe this, then that’’),
3. by the distinction of different observers (he is observing this, whereas she is
observing that), including the two temporally different observers we are
when we try to observe our own observations.
Thus, if we want to keep on observing serious games as paradoxical forms, then
we need to assume that neither of these strategies may be satisfactorily applied to
serious games. Exactly this is the case in the discourse on serious games. Both
instruction and sequencing strategies may be observed, for example, in the case of
the game (first) focus of Prensky (2001) or Zyda (2005) versus the seriousness (first)
focus as proposed by Abt (1987) or Michael and Chen (2006); and both strategies are
eventually personalized as viewpoints of different authors, as it has just been the
case in the present lines. Although ‘‘all playing is being played’’ (Butler, Olaison,
Sliwa, Sorensen, & Spoelstra, 2011, p. 330; Gadamer, 1975, p. 106), the paradox
is sometimes also sourced out of the serious game and into individual players of the
game, whose seriousness is then seriously up for debate. In this sense, playful states
have recently been observed as failed states (Andersen, 2011, p. 429).
Neither of these strategies, however, proves helpful to redesign the paradox of
serious games insofar as any of these de-paradoxing strategies may rightly be
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countered with another de-paradoxing strategy. If we, however, recall that paradoxes
cannot be disposed of once and for all, but only resolved in larger paradoxes, then we
find that the major tool against issues related to the paradox of serious games is in a
hyperparadoxing strategy such as the tetralemma (Jayatilleke, 1967).
Originally, this structure from traditional Indian logics has been used many times
to define attitudes and viewpoints a judge in court can have toward two conflicting
parties (cf. Figure 1).
From the perspective of the tetralemma, the judge has not only the dilemma of
finding in favor of either the one party or the other but also may consider the option
that both or neither of the parties is right. The fifth position represents the idea that
both the concrete and the general tetralemma themselves are contingent forms of
problem descriptions; in this context, the judge may find that either his observation
of the case or the use of the tetralemma is not right.
In our present case, we may use the tetralemma as a game that shows that games
provide an alternative way of pursuing communication even when one form of com-
munication or another is confronted with its blocking paradoxes (Luhmann, 1999),
that is, the definitely functional veils of ignorance that cover the irreducibly para-
doxical nature of any form of communicative. Thus gamifying serious games, we
find that serious games can not only be considered either (predominantly) serious
or (predominantly) gamy but also both serious and gamy and neither serious nor
game (but rather, e.g., a form of a ‘‘corruption of games,’’ Caillois, 2001, p. 43). The
real moral of the story of the tetralemma, however, is in the observation of the fifth
position, just because this position forces the observation of any given tetralemma to
move outside its own box and seek for both the difference it makes and the medium
it is drawn in.
The Re-form of Serious Games
In approaching the relationship of form and medium from a form theoretical point of
view, we are immediately confronted with the paradox that every form is a form in a
medium, the latter of which can only be addressed in the form of another form
(drawn in another medium). The complexity yet involved in the observation of this
Neither 
Either Or 
Both
noitisophtfifehT
Figure 1. The tetralemma (own figure).
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definition is already a good reason for why forms are commonly coded as forms of
two sides. In this sense, the observation of a code refers to the observation of a form
without its medium, whereas the observation of a medium refers to the observation
of a form without its code.
These nuances are important if it comes to the distinction of paradoxes and
related concepts such as dualities, dilemmas, and dialectics. In this context, we find
that dualities as the coded forms of paradoxes are not to mixed up neither with para-
doxes nor with dilemmas, the latter concept of which refers to dualities recoded not
in the medium of the general paradox, but in the medium of a specific paradox called
decision. Dialectics finally indicate decisions as (contradictory) forms and relate
them to (integrative) media, the latter of which are turning into forms themselves
as soon as they are indicated and therefore, in the end, may be challenged by contra-
dicting forms themselves.
In looking at the serious games, we find that the only medium in which the form
serious games may be drawn is a double form of four sides, with one of these sides
being the form serious games. In other words, to end up with a form called serious
games, we need to distinguish serious from unserious and game from nongame. In
combining these two distinctions, serious games then appear as one perfectly
well-defined category among the alternatives serious nongames, nonserious games,
and nonserious nongames. Though it remains hard to answer the question which
question such a double form of two sides might be an answer to, we find it easier
now to illustrate that the form serious games does not appear particularly paradox-
ical. In fact, it becomes apparent that serious games may be observed as contradic-
tory only if games are considered inherently unserious and the serious inherently
ungamy. Although the fact that such a peculiar constellation—in which the insides
of two codes (serious, game) are mutually defined by each other’s outside (unser-
ious, nongame)—results in the observation of rather contingent definitions rather
than in the observation of paradoxes, it is quite popular in the discourses on serious
games in general and their paradoxical nature in particular. The lure in this case of—
intersect—circular reasoning is in its hidden background assumptions, read: in the
medium in which this specific convergence of two actually independent distinctions
takes place. If we follow Johan Huizinga (1970, p. 8), then playing is not serious
insofar as it represents a form of ‘‘stepping out of ‘real’ life into a temporary sphere
of activity with a disposition all of its own,’’ however. This argument, however,
satisfies us only if we accept the idea of a real life out there, and only if we assume
that this serious real life is the standard from which play just deviates. A similar
issue arises if we assume that a game is characterized by the observation of two
or more players who agree that ‘‘(t)hese actions, in which we now engage, do not
denote what would be denoted by those actions which these actions denote’’ (Bateson,
1972, p. 185–186), where, again, the definition is developed against the background of
a supposedly real meaning or interpretation of the denoted actions. Even more recent
approaches to games as ‘‘hard fun’’ (Papert, 1998), or indeed the career of the concept
of serious games itself (Djaouti et al., 2011), seem to start from the assumption that
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games have to be either defended against or linked back to a real life made of serious
goals, purposes, and intentions. If necessary, sometimes even at the cost of a rein-
forced paradox: Is it not that ‘‘play itself contains its own, even sacred, seriousness’’
(Gadamer, 1975, p. 102)?
If we recall the fifth position of the tetralemma, however, then we may consider
games simply gentle reminders of the contingent nature of socialness (Baecker,
1999, p. 103). In fact, play has been observed as ‘‘a communicative socialness char-
acterized by its doubling of this socialness so that the social reality becomes visible
in play’’ (Andersen, 2011, p. 425). Developing this idea further, we find that the
point about plays and games is less in their supposedly unserious nature, but rather
in their capacity of generating alternative social realities (Sørensen & Spoelstra,
2012) and, thus, in the exit options they bring about. If we actually do without the
assumption that some social realities are more real than others, then it appears that
playing is by no means just a matter of a few specialized actors, childhood years, or
evening hours. Rather, games may be considered interactions observed in the light of
alternatives. We might recall that our ability of changing interactions and playing
different roles has increased ever since the dawn of the medieval (Roth, 2013) and
that it keeps on growing as the present multimedia revolution accelerates (Roth,
2014a). Different accounts and avatars indeed allow for even more alternatives per-
sonalities and inter-/actions.1 Consequently, it is, of all things, the increasing virtua-
lization that makes the increasing multiplication of entry-and-exit options and,
hence, the increasing ludification or gamification of society (Bogost, 2011; Deterd-
ing, Dixon, Khaled, & Nacke, 2011b; Deterding, Khaled, Nacke, & Dixon, 2011a;
Raessens, 2006; Roth & Schneckenberg, 2012; Young et al., 2012) more tangible.
In an increasingly ludified or gamified society, however, games are ubiquitous, with
the result being that games must be taken for serious, just because if games are con-
sidered omnipresent, then present realities can hardly be defined in opposition to
games anymore. In this sense, the introduction chapters of works on the supposed
paradoxical nature serious games, most of which share the idea of an increasing
gamification, give the best evidence of the fact that serious games are not more of
a paradox than any other form of observation.
Serious Gamification and Other Conclusions
In the present article, we challenged the idea of the dialectic, oxymoronic, or para-
doxical nature of the concept serious games. We referred to the tetralemma, a form
of traditional Indian logics, to resolve the supposed paradox of serious games into
the larger paradox of observation. As a result, we found that the concept of serious
games may be considered a paradox or oxymoron only if we presume the existence
of a real life and define games as deviations therefrom (e.g., if we ‘‘believe that
games can achieve great things in the real world,’’ cf. Ferrara, 2013, p. 290). The
larger paradox involved in the paradoxical observation of serious games is therefore
in the fact that the observation of an increasing gamification of society leads to a
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situation in which so-called real lives cannot be defined in contrast to games, but
only in consideration of the omnipresence of games in real life. As parts of these rea-
lities, games cannot be defined as unserious escapes from serious realities, anymore.
If games are parts, if not integral parts, of all social realities, then this has major
implications for all attempts of communication design, which, in the future, may
be focused on the design of paradoxes rather than on their resolution.
Against this background, the major benefit of the form serious game seems to be
that the serious part of the game form eventually points at the medium in which the
game makes a difference. In this sense, researchers in serious games are well advised
to leave the wonder about this initially oscillating form to developers and distribu-
tors, who may still use the wrong first impression to better sell both their particularly
serious and particularly unserious games. Instead of going on with penetrating into
the nature of a supposed paradox, however, researchers could explore the impact the
observation of games has on and in the most different media. This media analysis
would not have to stop at the distinction of different forms of dissemination media
but could also focus on the roles games play in different symbolic media (Chernilo,
2002) such as money, power, or truth as well as in the corresponding function sys-
tems of society (Roth, 2014b). In doing so, we may then find that ‘‘the freedom of
play is thus opposed to the servitude of work’’ (Krempl & Beyes, 2011, p. 467) only
if we observe games in the medium of politics and, thus, fade out that games can also
be games of money (Bjerg, 2011), illegal or—even for supporters of sports teams—
simply beautiful (Kretchmar, 1989). Such an extended media analysis may not only
allow for the detection or defense of alternatives to capitalist games of empires
(Dyer-Witheford & De Peuter, 2009) but also support the idea that the observation
of games is more accepted in some function systems (e.g., sport and art) than in oth-
ers (e.g., law and religion). As the observation of games has indeed much to do with
the essentially modern observation of alternatives that can be played off against each
other, the observation of different paces of gamification in the different media would
also indicate different levels of engagement in the observation of alternatives and,
hence, different decisional margins of the individual function systems. Although it
remains impossible for a function system to step outside their own binary code
(Luhmann, 1992), serious games may come into play if these sidesteps need to be
at least simulated to manage the system’s own blocking paradoxes (Luhmann,
1999). If the emerging sciences of games (Bjerg, 2011; Zyda, 2007) take the observa-
tion of the recent gamification of society seriously, then it appears that the blocking
paradox of the concept game is no longer to be found in canonical distinctions of fun
and seriousness, which may have worked well in the context of labor societies. Rather,
ambitions to pinpoint games may be well advised to remain gamy themselves at least
as long as it takes to divine the first clearer contours of the next society.
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Note
1. The corresponding expansion of behavioral margins is observed to increase the individual
creativity (Lau, 2012).
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